A Guide to using our eBook and audiobook ePlatform
Click on tringschool.org bookmarks
Select eBooks and Audiobooks
Which takes you directly to the ePlatform home page:
If you know which book you are interested in reading then you can search by title or
author using the Search Box or Advanced Search option

If you are not sure what to read and need some help, then start by scrolling down the
home page
Listening Favourites are all audiobooks and you can tell because they have the
headphone symbol on the book cover

Popular Titles - are both eBooks and Audiobooks that other students have recently
borrowed. You can view more by clicking on the view more arrow

Further down the page are Latest Additions and New or Recent Releases
If you have taken an Accelerated Reader test and know your ZPD, then you can search
here:

For example, if your ZPD level is 3.2 - 4.7, then you have the option to search for 3.0 - 3.9
or 4.0 - 4.9, where you will find the books at the right level for you.

On the left hand side you can see how many titles are available at that level

Child means students aged between 9 and 13
Teen means students aged 13 - 16
There is a distinction because teen titles have more mature content and vocabulary that
may not be suitable for younger children

The majority of titles are fiction, sadly there are very few non-fiction titles

EPub means eBook and you see there are 65 titles and 7 Audiobooks
When you find a title that you like the look of, click on the cover
At this point click to Sign In, there are no usernames or passwords to remember

Click on View More to read more about the title and before you borrow the title you can
also Look Inside to make sure it’s suitable.
Once you click on Borrow you can see that the title is now on loan to you.

Click Read to begin reading
Or have a look at the Recommended Titles based on your choice

Further down the page you can see more details about the book including the Number of
Pages.

This is important because the loan period for the title you borrow is 14 days, so make sure
you are confident you can finish the book in that time
When you finish reading the title, click Return and then someone else can borrow it.
If you don’t finish reading before the 14 days elapse, then the title will become
unreadable and you will need to Borrow the title again.
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